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Personal analysis 

SARS (Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome) is the 
talk of the town, nay, has been 
the talk of the whole world 
since last November. A sense 
of fear and desperation perme
ated every comer of the world 
at the mere mention of SARS 
because it is a kind of deadly 
disease and it can spread by 
close contact; medical scientists 
are still working on determining 
the source of SARS and giving 
treatment to this disease. 

In China, as you may 
know, many cases have been 
reported in Guangdong, 
Hong Kong and Beijing. In an 
effort to slow the spread of the 
disease, Beijing has suspended 
classes at all elementary and 
middle schools until May 
7, and the Chinese government 
has cancelled the week-long 

May Day holiday, the so-called 
Golden week for China's 
tourism. The tourism industry 
in China is set to lose billions as 
the SARS crisis deepens. 
Although the Chinese govern
ment is taking more firm 
measures to prevent it from 
further spread, people in China 
are still gripped with panic. 
People wear surgical masks 
everywhere (although some 
people wear the masks out of 
politeness to others more than 
because of panic) and they have 
been buying up instant noodles, 
toilet paper, cases of Coca-Cola 
and other items. But they were 
not always sure why. 

Not only does SARS 
bring great inconvenience to 
life in China, but also it has 
tremendously negative impact 
on us overseas students 
from China who are studying at 
Centenary. Firstly, due to travel 
restrictions recommended by 
the World Health Organization, 
it is likely impossible for us to 
go back to China for the 
summer which we have 
been waiting for all year. 

Some of us have been 
studying here for around two 
years, and we can not wait to go 
back home to visit our beloved 
family members, relatives, 
friends; neither can we have a 

chance to satisfy an appetite for 
good Chinese food. 

Secondly, some of us 
are going to graduate this 
month, and we have 
already invited our parents to 
attend our graduation com
mencement--one of the unfor
gettable moments in our lives 
because it is considered to be a 
milestone of our life's journey. 
You can imagine how disap
pointed we will be at Com
mencement without the 
presence of family members. 

Thirdly, even though 
we are now far away from our 
family, our hearts are always 
together with them. Under
standably, we feel deep anxiety 
about them and we are sure that 
they also worry about us. We 
miss them with a depth that we 
have never experienced before. 
But it is such love that binds us 
together tightly and we know 
that we will miss each other 
more and more as time goes by. 

We understand that 
this is not a perfect world we 
live in but we believe that 
man can conquer nature and 
SARS will get under effective 
control so that eventually SARS 
will one day be gone with the 
wind. Then, the hope is that 
people will be able to back to 
their normal lives. 

Dr. Kenneth L. Hoyt, college president; Virginia N. and Sen. Robert E. Littel, and Sen. Leonard Lance cut the 
ribbon at the dedication in late April of the Littell Technology Center, which houses tech-smart classrooms, 

faculty and technology offices, an atrium, and a cyber cafe. Photo: D. Lev 
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Health Service has been closely 
following the development 
surrounding the appearance and 
spread of Severe Acute Respira
tory Syndrome (SARS), first in 
Asia, and then in many coun
tries, including Canada and the 
u.s. 

Although there are no 
suspected cases or suspicious 
illness on campus, the Health 
Service, through Jean Robert, 
R.N., recently sent a campus
wide e-mail with information 
about this disease. 

The messge was 
intended to inform, and by 
informing, avoid any sense of 
alarm, while answering likely 
questions students and others 
on campus might have. 

The World Health 
Organization list of SARS 
affected areas includes Beijing, 
Guangdong and Shanxi 
provinces in China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Hanoi in Vietnam, and Toronto, 
Canada. 

Severe Acute Respira
tory Syndrome is an illness that 
affects the upper and lower 
respiratory system. The disease 
has a short and relatively severe 
course. At this time, it appears 
that the probable cause of 
SARS is a type of virus called 
a corona virus, because of its 
shape. 

The illness takes about 
2-10 days to develop symptoms 
after exposure. SARS usually 
begins with a mild 
fever (about 100.5) and 
sometimes is associated with 
chills, headaches and 
body aches. After 2-7 days, a 
dry (no mucus or phlegm) 
cough develops; some people 
may experience difficulty 
breathing. 

Various medications 
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have been tried singly and in 
combination, but there is 
still insufficient information as 
to whether there is any benefi
cial effect. 

Although there is some 
evidence that SARS can be 
spread from objects that 
are contaminated, the principal 
way it is spread is by air 
droplets as when someone 
infected sneezes. 

Most reported cases 
have been primarily among 
people who have had direct 
contact with an infected 
individual, such as a family 
member or health care worker. 

World Health 
Organization's figures reveal 
that since November, there have 
been some 4,000 suspected 
cases in 27 countries 
with the global death toll tat 
around 251 people. In the 
United States there have been 
39 suspected cases with 0 
deaths. 

At this time the CDC 
(the Center of Disease Control 
in Washington, D. C.) is having 
health alert cards distributed to 
passengers returning by air to 
the U.S. from China, Singapore 
and Vietnam. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) is 
advising against nonessential 
travel to those countries most 
affected for the next three 
weeks. 

Essentially ,the alert 
tells those passengers returning 
to monitor their health for 10 
days and if a cough develops, to 
see their physician. 
New discoveries are being 
made daily about SARS. To 
find out more 
information please click on the 
CDC website. 
<<http:/ /www.cdc.gov/ncidod/ 
sars/>> 
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Republic or an Empire? 

By VIC KAPLAN 
The latest accusations 

against Syria on the part of the 
US government of hiding 
chemical weapons and harbor
ing Iraqi leaders is part of a 
larger policy of convincing the 
Syrian government to back off 
from its support for the 
Hizbollah and to negotiate a 
peace settlement with Israel. 

Secretary of State 
Powell publicly stated that there 
will not be a war with Syria, 
and Lawrence Eagleburger, the 
former Secretary of State under 
Bush Sr told the BBC, "If 
George Bush [Jr.] decided he 
was going to tum the troops 
loose on Syria and Iran, after 
that, he would last in office for 
about 15 minutes. In fact, if 
President Bush were to try that 
now even I would think that he 
ought to be impeached. You 
can't get away with that sort of 
thing in this democracy." 

Or can you? 
The President of the 

United States can choose to 
ignore Congress and send 
troops to any country he 
chooses. Yes, there is a 
Constitution, but that has been 
relegated to the level of a 
"living document." There is a 
War Powers Act that suppos
edly mandates the President to 
get Congress' approval 
after the start of hostilities, but 
this can always be ignored by 
the President who can claim 
that "we are not at war" -
something that was done by 
President Clinton in the 1999 
Kosovo conflict. 

Bigger defense budgets 
enable our leaders to use the 
military to advance political 
and economic goals. As 
Madeleine Albright, then an 
ambassador to the UN, asked 
Powell in 1993: "What's the 
point of having this superb 
military that you're always 
talking about if we can't use it?" 
Before Rumsfeld and Cheney 

entered the Bush administration 
as members of the Project for 
New American Century, they 
were arguing in their policy 
papers for bigger defense 
budgets in the context of a war 
in Iraq and extending US 
military power to the Middle 
East and Southeast Asia. The 
latter helps explains why the 
Bush administration was eager 
to send US troops to the 
Philippines after 9/11, even 
though President Arroyo 
insisted that there was 
no al-Qaeda presence in her 
country. 

The price of an "empire" is 
not cheap both in personal 

Will democratic Iraq be friendly 
to the US? 

By Vic Kaplan 

With the fall of the 
Saddam Hussein's regime in 
Iraq, a question has been 
raised about whether or not 
democracy in Iraq would foster 
anti-Americanism. 
This argument extends not just 

to Iraq, but also to Saudi 
Arabia, and other nations where 
the White House is hoping to 
spread democracy. 

In southern Iraq, the strong 
presence of the Shiite funda
mentalist SCIRI movement, 
which is backed by Iran, 
suggests that any government 
that would take hold there 
through elections would be 
hostile towards the US. 

It does not help that 
SCIRI endorses the quick 
withdrawal of US forces from 
Iraq; otherwise, it declares the 
willingness to use force to 
achieve this objective. If 
Kurds would seek indepen
dence, this would run counter to 
the White House's objective to 
deny Kurds independence, in 
order to appease Turkey. Siding 
with Turkey however, would 
make an enemy out of the 
Kurds. 

income and safety. 
As governments that 

are not bound by, in the words 
of Thomas Jefferson, "the 
chains of the Constitution" have 
a tendency to grow at home and 
abroad, the justification for 
taking away personal and 
economic freedoms of the 
American people becomes 
based on past government 
"blowbacks," raising the ugly 
specter of an ultimate police 
state, making our nation more 
similar to the same "rogue 
states" that the White House 
professes to battle. 

In the end, democracy may 
be the best way to tum "keep
ing the peace" in Iraq into a 
failure. Which is why, skepti
cism about "spreading democ
racy" to the Middle East, 
including Saudi Arabia, where 
the public sentiment is geared 
towards the removal of US 
troops from their soil, makes 
plenty of people wonder what 
exactly the White House does 
have in mind. 

Why democracy isn't liberty 

By VIC KAPLAN 

In Belarus, the 
democratically elected Presi
dent runs the country as a 
dictator, controlling the press 
and the economy. In the United 
States, a democratically elected 
Congress in a bipartisan effort 
votes for the draconian PA
TRIOT Act, stripping the public 
of their civil liberties, guaran
teed by the Constitution. Is 
democracy not working? 

The problem isn't 
democracy. The problem isn't 
even the abuse of power. The 
problem is the power to abuse. 
If politicians are granted the 
power to do as they please, than 
democracy is going to be used 
as a way to legitimize the 
continuing violations of your 
Bill of Rights. The question 
to be asked is, what you are 
getting for your vote? If you 
believe in civil liberties, are you 
satisfied that the Democratic 
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lawmakers continuously take 
away your personal freedoms? 
If you believe in smaller 
government, are you 
satisfied that the Republican 
lawmakers continue to take 
away your economic 
freedoms? 

Likewise, "decentraliz
ing democracy" is hardly the 
answer. Granting the power to 
your local town, to regulate 
how big your house, toilet, and 
garden should be, and what 
kinds of adults you can bring to 
bed, will do nothing to advance 
individual liberty. Rest assured, 
you'll certainly have 
to pay for all these regulations 
out of your pocket. .. 

Only when we start electing 
to office the kinds of men and 
women who are willing not use 
the power of government to 
indulge their personal 
prejudices, would we finally 
have a free society that would 
prosper. 

The Quill staff wishes you 
good luck in your exams, 

and your future endeavors, 
hopes you have a wonderful summer, 

and suggests you wash your hands often. 
For those of you coming back in the fall, 

look for our September issue, 
and look for us online--sooner than you think! 
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The Quill will 
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and in good taste. · 
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I have contemplated 
long and hard about the topic of 
my final editorial ,and after 
many thoughts and some 
consultation I decided to write 
an editorial offering advice to 
underclassmen. 

I have learned many things 
about myse!f, others, and the 
world, both good and bad, here 
at Centenary. Yet the best word 
of advice I can give is not -
some prophetic statement about 
humanity, or some long-winded 
recollection ·story of times past. 
My advice to future graduating 
classes is to never become 
exactly that. You want my 
advice. Do not graduate! 

College is a rare period in 
a person's life where they are 
given the most responsibility so 
far in their existence, yet still 
are allowed to act irresponsibly. 

If you do something 
good or exemplary, well, then 
you are a fme upstanding 
college student. If you commit 
some asinine prank or 
ridiculous stunt, it's usually 
considered OK, because, well, 
you're in college. 

See, I have learned quickly 
that, unfortunately ,college is 

ditorial 

completely different from the 
world which you are forced to 
enter post-graduation. 

Sure, asinine acts are 
still committed; the world is full 
of stupid people. 

· However, now they are 
inexcusable, and rarely, if ever, 
vit<wed as comical. 

The world, post
graduation, often called the real 
world by my father, is 
a harshplace of competition, 
responsibility, and accountabil
ity. No longer are the confines 
of the structured American 
education system here to 
comfort you. You may curse 
your classes and papers now, 
butas sick as this may sound, 
the loss of them is actually 
scary. 

Imagine yourself 
sailing down the river of 
structured education. First 
there is elementary school. 
Eventually the river shifts 
directions and you pass into 
middle school. Upon comple
tion of this leg of your journey, 
the river forks, and your first 
option appears. Go one way for 
vocational schooling, or stay 
the course and continue to high 

schooL 
After a journey 

through high school, again the 
river forks and again you must 
choose. Either sail out into the 

. ocean (real world), hopefully 
find a job and begin working, or 
once again remain comfortably 
confined by the banks of . 
education and continue to 
college. However, the flow in 
the collegiate part of the river is 
quick and before you know it, 
you once again are faced 
with a decision. This decision, 
however, is much scarier than 
the others. 

You can either prolong 
your education experience, by 
attending graduate school, but 
this is shorter than college and 
may only be a delaying tactic 
for some, or venture into the 
borderless, boundless ocean, 
and try to make your way in a 
world which, for whatever 
reasons (economy, competition) 
may not want you there or to . 
succeed. 

After graduation, no 
longer is your path set, no more 
can you bounce down a 
preset course, comfortably 
knowing that there is an 
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accepting next step. 
No, my advice is to 

tum your four year college 
experience, into an eight- or 
10-year campaign. Strategi
cally fail classes or change 
majors whenever possible. I 
can't see the college disagree
ing. I most certainly wouldn't 
tum down eight years of tuition, 
would they? 

Growing up is not the 
grand goal by which it is 
viewed by youth: Graduation, 
and the loss of all those hated 
assignments, meaningless 
papers, and painful tests is not 
to be glorified in any way, 
rather vilified; 

So I say, remain here 
at Centenary or any other 
institution. Working every day, 
having your own car insurance 
and medical policy, and actually 
realizing how much money you 
need to exist; how hard it must · 
have been for your parents to 
support you for 22 yeats,-~these 
things are not fun. Yet 
eventually, these are things we 
all have to face. Enjoy the 
irresponsibility offered to you 
in college. I know I hav.e. 
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By MICHElLLE OVERK 

The final Honors 
Program seminar .of the year 
featured an enlightening lecture 
by an amazing woman, Susie 
Schub, who came to Centenary 
to share her unique way of 
incorporating art into the lives 
of children. Schuh's art 
consulting finn, 
Jumpstart, of which she is 
president, provides a creative 
outlet for troubled New Jersey 
children who have experienced 
a loss, trauma or behavioral 
problems. Jumpstart, headquar
tered in Morristown, runs 
sessions in which visual or 
performing artists from the area 
actively involve children in 
making their own art, which 
allows these children to express 
their feelings without using . 
words. 

The programs offered 
by Jumpstart are aimed at 
helping children to experience 

arts 

variousformsofart,buildseli
confidence and express 
themselves in non-verbal ways. 
Schuh has organized 
art programs for troubled 
children for over 15 years. Her 
clients include children who are 
battling cancer, living homeless, 
and experiencing neglect. 

In more recent years, 
Jumpstart has formed a number 
of groups for children and 
their families who suffered 
losses on September 11. · 

During the seminar, 
Schuh displayed numerous 
samples of art work that 
children in her programs have 
created, ranging from self 
portraits to fleece scarves. 

Schuh has dedicated 
herself to helping children. She 
explained her goals in her 
lecture; "No matter how good 
they feel corning in, I want 
them to feel better, leaving." 

By LANA ZANELLA 

It offers a free legal 
clinic for Centenary students as 
well as residents of the sur
rounding area; it has a library 
of information on women's 
issues, psychology, and other 
sociological subjects, open to 
the campus; it offers advice and 
counseling by its director Dr. 
Emily Adams, on Mondays and 
Fridays from 10 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m.; it offers a financial clinic 
on budgeting and other sub
jects, helps sponsor an Interna
tional Women's d;:ty with 
International Students Organi
zation members; runs programs 
during Women's History Day, 
and monthly book discussions, 
and much more. 

It is the Northwest 
New Jersey Regional Women's 
Center at Center College, 
established in 1987 in order to~ 

L--------------'-----:------,------1- provide a variety of programs 

By SCOTT MYERS 

SGA (Student Govern
ment As.sociation) wound down 
its 2002-2003 year 
with elections. All positions 
were up for grabs, as voting 
begian on Monday, April 28. 

SGA accomplished 
many goals this year, including 
the dispersing of funds to 
several private clubs and 
organizations such as 
the Equestrian Dressage team 
and ISO (International Student 
Organization). 

Kyle Roe, president of 
SGA said the most important 

thing accomplished this year 
was election refonn. In past 
years, elections have taken 
plate at odd times, if at alL 
This year, the current student 
body cari choose its leader 
for next year from a pool of 
candidates that have attended 
centenary for at least one 
semester. In past years elec
tions have taken place in the 
fall semester, allowing un
knowns to the· Centenary world, 
to run for and obtain 
office. 

, and services to women and 
men. 

The center is a private, 
non-profit organization with a 
mission to provide education;ll 
and counseling services to 
women and their families in 
Hunterdon, Sussex, Morris, and 
Warren Counties. 

Programs also include 
iegal mediation, along with 
personal growth and family 
strengthei:ring workshops, 
·referral services. 

The center has a cable 
television show called "Women 
In Mind" hosted by 
Dr. Deborah Diamond Fisch 
(the center's p~ychologist for 
nine years). This is a monthly 
program that distributes 
information to people in the 
area on issues such as domestic 

violence, women in business, 
nontraditional jobs, women in 
politics, women and AIDS,· 
child care, and women's health 
issues. 

Women In Mind" can 
be seen on Comcast Cable 
channel 20 at 6 p.m. on 
Wednesdays. 

Jo Holland has been 
the administrative assistant at 
the center for 15 years. Holland 
said, "The center has aSK walk 
for breast cancer research 
every October and an annual 
fall fundraiser. Also, March is 
Women's History Month and 
we have a celebration for that 
each year." During the 
month of March there are 
programs featuring speakers, 
discussions, and 
performances focused on 
women. 

The Women's Center 
has a history of accomplish
ments, including the 
sponsoring of Centenary 
College students to the "Women 
As Leaders" seminar. 

This event is held 
every year in Washington D.C. 
and draws over 800 
applicants from around the 
country. Participants engage in 
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critical ai:lalyses of women's 
leadership issues with national -
experts. Centel}ary has 
been selected every year since 
1993 and in 1998{~entenary 
had the unusual honor of having 
three students selected to · 
participate. 

Optional membership 
to the Women's Center costs 
$35 and helps the center 
provide programs and services 
to women and their families, 
speakers and performers 
throughout the year, and 
support groups and workshops 
for personal growth. 

Members receive a 
quarterly newsletter, mailings 
about upcoming events, and 
discounts on Centenary Stage 
Company tickets, (though full
time Centenary students are 
admitted free with their ID 
cards to all theatrical events) 
the Centenary bookstore, and 

. workshops. 
The Women's Center 

is located in the lower level of 
Brotherton Hall and is 
open between 8 a.m. and 3:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
The center can be reached at 
extension 2374. 

Congratulations to the 
Class of 2003! 
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ByiO ORTIZ 

Last month, a group of 
students went on the second 
annual trip to Ottawa, Canada. 

Baillie, 
Centenary's Fresh Start Direc
tor, organized the event. The 

was Prof. 
Robert Search, Dr. Shane 
Fitzpatrick, Matt Vandenburg, 
and Mike Lamison. The 
students left by bus at 11:00 
p.m. on a Wednesday, and 
arrived Friday night for a one
night- and-two-day 

The group visited 
Canadian Parliament and was 
supposed to visit the Supreme 
Court and conduct a mock trial. 

Unfortunately, the visit 
to the Supreme Court was 
canceled because of the SARS 
scare. 

The cancellation, 
according to Search, "was just a 
precaution, no big deal." 

Baillie said, enthusias
tic about the visit to Canada, 
said, "The people that went on 
the trip make it special--Black, 

Hispanic, Asian-- EOF, 
resident, and commuter 
students." 

Search described the 
as "just as good as last 

year." He described his 
highlights of the trip as the 
showing of the movie 
"Jacka**" on the bus and the 
low point was the showing of 
"Lilo and Stitch." 

The bus driver, Ziggy, 
said, "In all the years that I have 
been driving college students, I 
have never seen them sink so 
low as to watch a cartoon 

SARS, Severe Acute movie." Search also said that 
Respiratory Syndrome, is a the bud driver, Ziggy, was the 
disease that started in China and Star of the trip." 
made its way to Canada. 

acts violence 
mar end of semester 
By KATIE NOVELLO 

Two unfortunate 
events happened over the last 
week on campus; a sexual 
assault and a large quarrel 

According to Dave 
Jones, vice-president for 
Student Affairs, a female was 
assaulted on April 26 early 
morning; "The Police Depart
ment has told us that at 2:40 
a.m. Friday, a Centenary 
student was briefly sexually 
assaulted," Jones said, adding 

that the girl does not want her 
name revealed. 

At the conclusion of a 
lacrosse game Tuesday, after 
Kean College lost to Centenary, 
Kean players ran across the 
field, still wearing their 
equipment, and hit several of 
Centenary fans, said Jones. 
"They had as much integrity as 
hunters clubbing baby seals," 
he said. 
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Eric Derby, proprietor, serves up a latte in the Cyber Cafe in the new Littell Technology Center on 
campus. All drinks and snacks are organic, Derby said. Photo: D. Lev 

cafe 
By SCOTT MYERS 

Centenary students can 
now get their fix at Centenary's 
new Cyber Cafe in 
the Littel Technology Center. 

This epicenter of 
caffeine had its grand opening 
Friday, April 25 along with the 
dedication of the technology 
center itself. 

Supplied by the Grist 
Mill, and managed by Eric 
Derby, the Cyber Cafe is open 
from 8:00 in the morning to 11 
p.m. It features wireless 
access to the internet and a 
wide variety of different 
coffees, teas, and 
espresso-based concoctions. 

Derby said, "Right 
now we've got coffee and 
computers, lattes, tea, chi, hot 
chocolate, and cappuccinos. By 

Tech center 

next week , however, we will 
have both fruit-based and coffee 
-based frozen drinks. We 
focus on the quality of our 
espresso; it's all organic." 
Muffins and zuccini and 
otherbreads, also organic will 
join the drinks on the menu 
soon. 
Derby made mention of future 
poetry slams that may take 
place around the coffee bar 
said, "On Thursday,Friday and 
Saturday nights it would be nice 
to have drum circles and open 
microphone nights for Cente
nary students and local 
performers. We would also like 
for Centenary artists to submit 
pieces of artwork for decora
tion in the cafe." 

A drum circle is a 

group of people led by an 
experienced drummer called a 
facilitator, who using various 
rhythmicinstruments beat to 
several rhythms. 

Derby said, "When it 
gets going it really turns into a 
community feeling." 
Dean Jones said," There's 

good coffee, an interesting 
environment, and I hope people 
use it; it is open late." 

Drinks on the original 
menu run from $1- $1.50 for 
regular coffee to lattes and 
cappuccinos for from $3-$3.50 
and Chai for $3.25-$4.25 and 
included tea, espresso, hot 
chocolate and flavored milk 
steamers. 
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SAC fun night has 
global overtones 
By LAUREN RYAN 

The effects of 9/11 
can still be felt at Centenary 
College, sometimes in unusual 
ways. Here is one such 
example. 

Every semester, 
Student Activities sponsors a 
night with an entertainment 
company, Good Guy Produc-
tions. 

They host games like 
Singled Out, Battle of the 
Sexes, and the Roommate 
Game, which is a spin-off of 
T\T's Newly Wed Game. 

Winners receive a 
trip to a specific island with a 
group of friends for a 
small fee. However, the 
heartless acts of al-Quaeda 
terrorists caused the travel 
agencies used by Good Guy, to 
lose business, file for bank
ruptcy, and ultimately close. 
Among the winners in the past 

semester, one in particular 
chose to pursue the issue and 
redeem her trip. 

" I played and won. I 
felt I deserved just compensa
tion," said Krystal Barbera, a 
sophomore here .. 

Upon meeting with 
Kristin Balog, director of 
Student Activities, it was 
established that Barbera's 
assertion would be honored if 
she acted quickly. 

" The company has a 
great reputation; we always 
work well together. They came 
highly recommended and we 
will continue to use them," said 
Balog. 

An event is being 
planned for the spring semester, 
and a new travel agency 
is being used. Good Guy 
Entertainment hopes both 
"patriotically and 
financially" that there are no 
more terrorist attacks. 
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Centenary political science students of
fer hope for Middle East accord 

By LEAH-MARIE THORN 

A mock peace accord for 
the Middle East has been 
reached with Israel giving up 
the Golan Heights and the Gaza 
Strip, and Jordan offering land 
abutting the Golan for the 
formation of a Palestinian state. 
A mock accord, because all 
this has transpired on 
Centenary's campus. 

Throughout this 
semester, students in POL307, 
Politics of The Middle East, 
have been learning about the 
history of politics in this war
tom area. 

Dr. Shane Fitzpatrick 
teaches this class and has 
geared his teaching so that his 
students were able to host a 
mock Middle East Peace 
Conference in April. This 
conference, known as The 
Centenary Accords, was 

attended by seven strong 
delegations involved in the 
talks and a host country (The 
Engelhard Corpqration Interna
tional Center) which organized 
the events and provided 
security to the conference. The 
delegations included Egypt, 
Israel, Jordan, Palestine, Syria, 
The United States of America, 
and The United Nations. 

The Opening Ceremony 
for the peace talks was on April 
9, and was held in the Whitney 
Chapel on campus. 

Prior to this ceremony, 
all delegations had time to 
research their positions and fmd 
out current information that 
would fuel their individual 
campaigns. At the Opening 
Ceremonies the head of each of 
the delegations spoke in 
alphabetical order promoting 

their delegations' stances on the 
issues that were brought the 
table for negotiations. The 
delegation heads are as follows: 
Egypt: Cori Burd, Israel: Karen 
Smetana,Jordan:\Tictor 
Kaplan, Palestine: Sameer 
Abedeabbo, Syria: Toni Biocic, 
USA: Tristie Kenna, UN: Bob 
\Terry; the hostess of the 
conference was Molly 
Kastenhuber. Each one of these 
people gave a compelling 
speech and asserted 100 percent 
interest in securing a peaceful 
Middle East. 
After the Opening Ceremonies, 
each delegation went into 
private negotiations, and the 
signing of the accord was held 
onApril28. 

Students in Dr. Shane Fitzpatrick's political science class gathered for the Centenary Peace Accords in Whitney Chapel. 
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not just a 
beach thing! 

Sun exposure adds up 
day after day. It happens 
whenever you're in the sun: 
swimming, gardening, sailing, 
skiing, fishing, hiking--just 
walking to and from your car. 

Everyone is at risk for 
skin cancer, whatever their skin 
color, and everyone needs 
protection from the sun. About 
80 percent of skin cancers could 
be prevented by protecting 
ourselves from the sun's rays. 
Enjoy the outdoors, but be sun
smart! 
•Limit sun exposure between 
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., 

Lyme disease is mot 
likely to be spread between late 
May and early fall. This is 
when ticks are most active. 

Very young deer ticks 
pick up the bacteria that cause 
Lyme disease by biting infected 
animals, such as field mice. 
Slightly older ticks can pass 
the infection along by biting 
another animal or a person. 
Adult deer ticks can also 
transmit the disease. But adult 
ticks are easier to see and 
remove, and are less likely to 
bite humans. 

Deer ticks cling to 
plants near the ground in bushy, 
wooded, or grassy places. They 
cannot jump or fly. They climb 
onto animals and people who 
brush against the plants. 

Not all ticks carry 
Lyme disease, and even being 
bitten by a deer tick does not 
necessarily mean that you will 
get the disease. The tick must 
be attached for at least 24 hours 
to pass on the bacteria. So 
removing the tick promptly 
will cut down your chances of 
being infected 

• What are the symptoms of 

11!111111111!1111111 

when the sun's rays are stron
gest. Sunlight reflects off 
water, sand, concrete, and snow 
and can reach below the water's 
surface. Ultraviolet rays (UVs) 
are present even on cloudy 
days. 
•Cover up! When in the sun, 
wear clothing to protect as 
much skin as possible. Choose 
long-sleeved shirts and long 
pants. Wear a hat that shades 
your face, neck, and ears. 
•Use a sunscreen with a Sun 
Protection Factor (SPF) of 15 or 
higher every day. 
•Do not use or 
tanning booths. They are as 
harmful to your skin as the sun. 

booths contain bulbs 
which emit UV light that can 
cause sunburn, skin cancer, and 

Lyme disease? 

An early symptom of 
Lyme disease is usually, but not 
always, an unusual rash where 
the tick was attached. Often the 
tick isn't even noticed, and it 
drops off before the rash 
appears. The rash first appears 
anywhere from three days to a 
month after the bite. It starts as 
a small red area then spreads 
out, often clearing up in the 
center so it looks like a donut or 
a hull's eye. 

Other skin signs can 
include burning or itching, 
hives, redness of the cheeks and 
under the eyes, and swollen 
eyelids with bloodshot eyes. 

Flu-like symptoms 
such as fever, headache, stiff 
neck, sore and aching muscles 
and joints, fatigue, sore throat, 
and swollen glands are also 
common in the early stage. 

These symptoms often 
go away by themselves after a 
few weeks, but the person 
remains infected. 

Without medical 
treatment, about half the 
infected will get the rash again 
in other places on their bodies, 

• 

premature aging of skin. Skin 
damage continues to occur even 
in the presence of a tan. 
•Use more caution if you're 
taking prescription drugs; some 
can greatly increase your skin's 
sensitivity to UV radiation. 
Check with your pharmacist. 
•Some sunscreens may cause 
allergic reactions. If a sun
screen irritates your skin, 
change to another brand or 
consult your doctor. 
• Always reapply sunscreens 
after swimming or heavy 
perspiring. Sunscreens in an 
alcohol or gel base require more 
frequent reapplications. 
•Men should apply sunscreens 
to the tops of their ears and bald 
scalp areas. 

' 
and many will develop more 
serious problems later. Treat
ment with antibiotics clears up 
the rash within days and often 
prevents later problems. 

Later Stages: the 
joints, nervous system and 
heart-can be affected weeks to 
months after the tick bite, 
although symptoms usually 
show up within four to six 
weeks. 

About 60 percent of 
people with untreated Lyme 
disease get arthritis in their 
large joints, usually knees, 
elbows and wrists. The arthritis 
can move from joint to joint 
and become chronic. 

Some who don't get 
treatment develop nervous 
system problems such as 
severe headache and stiff neck, 
facial paralysis or other cranial 
nerve palsies, and weakness or 
pain (or both) in their hands, 
arms, feet and/or legs. These 
symptoms can last for weeks, 
often shifting from mild to 
severe and back again. 

•How is Lyme disease diag
nosed? 

Lyme disease can be 
easy to diagnose when someone 

gets the donut-shaped rash. It is 
much harder to diagnose 
without the rash because its 
other symptoms are like those 
from other diseases, like flu. To 
help diagnose these cases, 
doctors can ask laboratories to 
test their patients' blood for 
antibodies to the Lyme disease 
bacteria. 

•How is Lyme disease treated? 
Lyme disease can be 

treated with antibiotics if it is 
diagnosed early. Prompt 
treatment of early symptoms 
can prevent later, more serious 
problems. 

•How can you prevent Lyme 
disease? 

The known way 
to get Lyme disease in Massa
chusetts is from the bite of an 
infected deer tick. The best 
ways to prevent Lyme disease 
are to know where the deer 
ticks are found, avoid these 
places, and promptly remove 
the tick if you do get bitten. If 
you live in or visit a high-risk 
area, follow these tips: 

•Don't walk bare-legged in tall 
grass, woods, or dunes where 
ticks may live. 
• If you do walk in these places, 
wear a long-sleeved shirt, long 
pants, high socks' (with pants 
tucked tightly in to the socks), 
and sneakers. Light colors will 
help you spot the ticks on your 

. clothes before they reach your 
skin. 
e use insect repellents that 
contain DEET on your clothes 
or exposed skin, or those that 
contain permethrin on your 
clothes. Read labels carefully. 
•Use products with no more 
than 10-15 percentDEET on 
children and no more than 30-
35 percent DEET on adults. 
• Wash skin thoroughly .after 
returning indoors. Rare but 
serious reactions to repellents 
can occur. 
•Check for ticks every day. 
Their favorite places are on the 
legs, thighs, groin, in the 
armpits, along the hairline, and 
in or behind the ears. The ticks 
are tiny, so look for new 
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"freckles." 

eKnow the symptoms of Lyme 
disease. If you go somewhere 
likely to have ticks between 
May and early fall and you 
develop Lyme disease symp
toms, especially if you get a 
donut shaped rash, see a 
doctor right away. Early 
treatment can prevent later 
problems. 

the 
summer, 

but 

be 
nature-smart. 
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By CHRIS MCGARRY 

This month I would 
like to mention some new 
releases that migb,t be of 
intrest to all you music lovers . 

For those ofyou into 
the punk rock scene, the new 
Ataris CD entitled So Long 
Astoria has recently been 
released. The Ataris have been 
around for a while now, and yet 
their musical aspirations haven't 
changed. 

Generally you should 
expect to hear a few new 
upbeat tunes, but all in all, it's 
the same old type of songs that 
were on their previous releases. 

For those into the 
heavy metal genre, RoadRunner 
Records has released a 
complilation CD entitled The 
Heart Of RoadRunner 
Records. This is a great CD, 
icovering bands that were first 
signed to the record company 
when it started, then goes into a 
lot of the Nu Metal bands 
that were signed over the past 
2-3 years. Some of the bands on 
the CD to check out are: 
Sepultura,Slipknot,Fear 
Factory, Spineshank, Soulfly, 
Coal Chamber, and Nailbomb~ 

Coming up in a few 
weeks, be sure and check out 
the latest from 
Godsmack,Akaline Trio, The 
Used, and Limp Bizkit. 

Nowforsome 
upcoming concerts: The Atrais 
will be in Philly, PAon May 1 

·at The Electric Factory. The 
"Civic Tour" featuring Good 
Charlotte and New Found 
Glory will also be in Philly on 
May 2nd at the First Union 
Spectrum. So if you 
have the time, check out some 
new music a.J?.d maybe get to 
some concert s. I know I 
will! 

Book review: 

Author: Dr. Joy Browne 

Rating: **** OUT OF **** 

By VIC KAPLAN 

Dr .. Joy Browne is 
certainly an expert when it 
comes to dating. It is 
especially insightful to read 
about "what women want" and 
the reverse. 

Foods to fear on a first 
date (unless you have breath 
mints, floss etc), how 
to end a date, how to kiss, how 
to break up, and when to 
participate in and when to 

Movie Review: 

*** out of**** 

By VIC KAPLAN 

Cast: 

Toula Portokalos: Nia Vardalos 
'Ian Miller: John 
Corbett 
Maria Portokalos: Lainie 
Kazan 
Nikki: Gia Carides 
Nick Portokalos: Louis 
Mandy lor 
Yiayia: Bess Meisler 
(others) 

Toula Portakalos, (Nia 
Vardalos) is a Greek woman in 
her 30's who works 
at a family restaurant. Her 
parents want her to marry 'a 

abstain· from sex, are just some 
of the many issues that Dr. 
BroWne deals with. Humor 
also adds entertainment 
qualities to this practical 
book. 

The book goes as far 
as reading the hug styles, and 
more importantly gives advice 
on how to overcome shyness, 
which is certainly one of the 
obtacles to dating. 

Advice on opening· 
lines and ways to get the 
conversation going is certainly 
helpful. 

Do not be turned off by the 
word "dummies" in the book. 
There's much in 
here that if followed, in my 
view, can prevent arguments by 
couples. So, if you choose to · 
read this book, see if it makes 
sense to you, and if it does, be 
ready to start a new relation
ship, or enrich your current 
one. 

Greek, but none of the guys 
that Toula' s parents are offering 
seem to satisfy Toula. Toula 
decides to get more out of life, 
so she gets out of ilie "ugly 
ducking" image and takes · 
computer courses in college. 

· She finally meets the 
right gi.ly, who is an English 
teacher. There is only one 
problem--he isn't Greek. But 
that doesn't stop the couple 
from dating and falling in love. 

One doesn't have to be 
Greek to understand the humor 
in this movie. Many lines are 
funny without being offensive. 
Nia Vardalos, who besides 
acti.D.g the prime character's role 
also wrote the script for the 
movie, is marvelous 
as Toula Portokalos. Lainie 
Kazan is quite believable and 
lively as Toula's mother. This 
movie is a real treat. I would 
highly recommend this movie, 
especially for dates. 

Movie Review: 

Nineteen 
Eighty-Four 
*** out of**** 
By VIC KAPLAN 

:rhe Cast: 

Winston Smith ... John Hurt 
O'Brian ... Richard Burton 
Julia ... Suzanna Hamilton 
Charrington ... Cyril Cusack 
(others) 

The future, in which the 
governri:J.ent controls every 
aspect of our lives, seems like a 
work of science fiction. The 
original novel by George 
Orwell written-in 1948 was 
called "1984," and was made 
into a movie in 1984. 

It is a fictional world, indeed, 
where Winston Smith (played 
by John Hurt) is a worker 
whose job is to "control the 
past" by getting old newspapers 
from archives and changing 
their content. 

In this world, writing 
in a diary is a crime, and every 
citizen has a huge telescreen 
installed in every residence, 
monitoring the behavior of the 
citizens. Government helicop
ters are flying to enforce 
obedience; wars are perpetual, 
while razor blades are 
hard to get in this 
ultratotalitarian society. 

Children report on 
their parents for questioning the 
government, and the Party 
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perfects "Newspeak," a 
language that reduces the 
English language to words like 
"doubleplusgood" and others. 

Smith discovers a 
fellow Party worker Julia 
(Suzanna Hamilton) who shares 
Winston's rebellious nature. In 
this dark future, where express-

- ing anti-government thoughts, 
and having sex for pleasure is a 
crime, they must hide their 
behavior, but it is hard to 
escape, when "Big Brother Is 
Watching You"-through his 
lieutenants that try to pose as 
allies for a better world. 

When Winston and 
Julia get caught and tortured, . 
the last two 
vestiges of opposition to the 
Party are brainwashed to love 
the leader (Big Brother), as the 
Party continues to rule unop
posed. 

Those who argue that 
the movie and the book are 
really a warning about the 
future, might arguably find 
some less sophisticated 

-elements of "Big Brother 
Watching You" in programs like 
Carnivore, that represent e-mail 
snooping without a warrant, and 
tthere are hose who think that ' 
slogans like "Those who control 
the past, control the future" 
have a certain meaning for our 
era. Those who see the book 
and a movie.as extreme 
versions of the USSR with high 
tech could identify Big Brother 
as a Soviet dictator Stalin and 
Goldstein as Trotsky. Whatever 
one's interpretation is, the 
movie is certain to leave an 
impression on the viewer. 

The Quill is always looking for people to 
take photos, do layout on the computer, 
sell ads, be a webmaster, do Cartoons, 
and, of course, write, You can sign up for 

the one-credit course in the fall (Monday~ 
at 3:30) or work freelance. Contact Prof. 
Debbie Lev, ext. 2243 or leave a message 
and indicate how to contact you,· or email, 
at thequill C?! _centenarycollege.edu 
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Paterson's Great Falls:. A glance back and a look ahead at New Jersey's jewel/_ 
By PAT PROUDFOOT · . . . - · -

This article was the crazy. They were not far "In the spring and winding set of steps leading to 
result of an assignment in Prof wrong." summer," he explains, "many the top of the falls. It was a 

rock ledge. The fence 

Debbie Lev's Nonfiction Patch was 20 year-S old people spend the day here 1 00-step climb, and some made no difference to the kids, 

Freelance Writing Class at the time, and was tall and 'fishing, picnicking, and people called it "Jacob's 
who wanted to get closer to 

rugged. He worked for enjoying the sight and feel of Ladder," referring to the 
nature. Every five years or so, 

Sam Patch, known as the Hamilton Mills Cotton thefalls. Up on the bridge, you biblical ladder that Jacob, the somebody jumps to his death." 

the "Jersey Jumper," briefly Works in Paterson. He later are sprayed with the mist of the son of Isaac, saw in a dream, Tour guide Glenn 

addressed the crowd before made several more jllinps at the falls." connecting heaven and eartl:l. Hutton agrees: "The kids are 

he took his daring, first leap off Great Falls, now passing around This mist shortens the life- The reverend and his wife 
alvyays making holes in the 

the rock ledge above the Great a hat for money, before span of a bridge, and the ctirrent climbed Jacob's Ladder to the 
aluminum fence, and 

Falls of the Passaic River. embarking on his "jumping bridge is ~e eighth one in top, and founda spot on the 
the town of Paterson, which 

He had been waiting _ tour. place. The first one was rock ledge that hal).gs over the 
maintains the falls and the 

for this chance, and on Septem- Sam Patch was the installed on the day of Patch's pool below, to enjoy the cultural center, spends a lot of 

ber 29,1827, he stood ready to first person to survive jump, and was later replaced beautiful view. 
time and money fixing the 

jump from the highest point, 80 the 130-foot drop over Niagara with another wooden bridge. . Williams wrote of this 
fence, only to have more holes 

feet above the deep pool of Falls, propelling him into fame The following six bridges were spot in Paterson: " ... where 
made." 

water below the Great Falls in and history. made of metal, but they had a thousands have stood It's hard, he implies, 

Paterson. However, the now- short life span because of the before, and where there is a fine 
to keep people away from 

The first bridge was famous "Jersey Jumper" was moisture. view of the sublime curiosities 
beauty that touches almost all 

about to be installed, spanning not as fortunate when he made "The current bridge is of the place/' of the human senses, even 

across the chasm of about 90 his jump into the Genessee made of a new type of metal Mrs. Cummings was 
though it is dangerous. 

feet. It was a day of River in Rochester, New York, named Core 10, and will not as fortunate as the thou- Alexander Hamilton, 

great excitement for the people on Friday the 13th in November last for 60 years, as it is rust- sands of people who 
in 1778, visited the Great Falls 

of Paterson, and many of the of 1829. Patch made his final retardant," explains the knowl- had occupied this spot before 
of the Passaic. He was -

4,000 residents had gathered to leap, which landed him in edgeable and soft-spoken tour her. When Reverend Cummings 
so impressed that he later chose 

watch the raising of the new eternity. guide, whose enthusiasm flows told Sarah that it was time to 
this site for the beginning of 

bridge. It was constructed of Atop his grave a when he talks about the Great head home, he heard "the voice 
industrialization in America. As 

wood, and was built by resident simple, wooden marker was Falls, and the Passaic River that of distress, looked back, and his 
the first United States Secretary 

Tim Crane, owner of a tavern placed that said: "Here surrounds this historic area. wife was gone!" 
of the Treasury, he was confi-

and hotel on one side of the lies Sam Patch, Such is Fame." There are numerous stories, The body of Sarah 
dent that industry would add 

Great Falls, in order to make his Patch insp:iied others both old and new, surrounding Cummings was found the next 
wealth and independence 

business more accessible. to mimic his jumping into the the Great Falls of day under 42 feet of water. 
to our young country. He 

Patch made his short water below the Great Falls of the Passaic. Hutton explained Many of the people living ill the . 
envisioned the power of the 

speech: "Now, old Tim Crane the Passaic River, and people that they were !lamed "Great" area, descendents of the 
Great Falls as the fuel that 

thinks he has done something today will occasionally take this fo distinguish them from the . Dutch settlers who came in 
would propel America tqward 

great, but I can beat him." To dangerous plunge .. smaller falls of the Passaic 1679, did not believe that she 
financial security through 

the amazement of the excited According to Glenn . River, located in Little Falls, had fallen, and blamed the 
manufacturing. 

crowd, with his arms at his side, Hutton, a tour-guide at the New Jersey: reverend for pushing Sarah to 
In 1792, Paterson, 

he made a pencil-dive into the Great Falls Historic District "People would see her death. They composed 
named after ihe second gover-

turbulent water below. Cultural Center, "This is not those falls, and would think that. songs that they sang in the 
nor of New Jersey; became the 

The spectators were permitted, but some people they had seen the Great street, with verses detailing the 
first planned industrial city in 

momentarily silenced; then they jump, anyway. Some teenage Falls," he said. horrors of the incident. 
our nation. Ii is known as the 

shouted and cheered when he boys have died jumping. The Great Falls are The reverend was silenced from 
"Cradle ofAmerican Industry," 

resurfaced, yelling to the Swimming is also not the second largest waterfall in preaching in this area, and he 
owing its title to the Great Falls 

crowd, "There is no mistake in allowed, but people still swim the eastern United States, with a later moved to Texas and 
that gave Hamilton the vision 

Sam Patch!" here." 77-foot drop. They are ex- remarried. - for the first "national 

According to writer The Cultural Center is ceeded.in height only by There followed many more 
manufactory." 

and physician, William Carlos located on McBride Avenue in Niagara Falls, and are a 280- accidents and deaths, but 
The Great Falls and 

Williams, in his five-volume Paterson, directly across from foot-wide cascade ofbeauty. surprisingly, many of the people 
the surrounding historic district 

philosophical poem Paterson: the falls. Hutton, who is also an William Carlos who fell, survived. In recent 
of 119 acres became a 

"Patch had declared so fre- accomplished artist, possesses Williams tells of the tragic years, a fence has been erected 
National Historic Landmark in 

> quently that he would jump a wealth of information and death of a young bride at the to prevent people from getting 
1976, under the administration 

from the rocks that he was knowledge about this historic falls. It was the pleasant too close to the edge. 
of President Gerald R. Ford. 

placed under arrest at various and beautiful landmark. He Monday of June 22, 1812. A According to Don 
This designation, however, does 

l) 

i times. He had previously been conducts tours for groups of Presbyterian minister, the Kommit, a poet and life-long 
not guarantee protection 

locked up in the basement Paterson schoolchildren, and is Reverend Hopper Cumming, Paterson resident, the fence 
from development. Any 

under the bank with available at the center to answer took b,is wife, Sarah, to see and does not deter people who 
decision concerning land use in 

a bad case of delirium tremens, questions and give information enjoy the beauty and romance want to get out on the rock · 
such an area is a 

but on the day the bridge was t() visitors. He says the falls are of the falls. They had been ledge: "In the 1960's, high 
local one: The site is protected -

pulled across the chasm he ·was visited by thousands of people married for only two months. school and college kids made a 
only from federally- sponsored 

let out. Some thought he was every year. At that time, there was a rustic, hole in the fence to get onto the . {Continued on next page.) 

.. -,_._·:,· .. 
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grew up in the city, is the 

Fallsexecutive director of the 
Great Falls Historic Preserva

(Contined from previous 
page.) 

activity. 
Within this historic 

area is a parcel of land that has 
been the subject of an on-going, 
heated debate. It is the seven
acre site of the former Allied 
Textile Printing Co. (ATP), 
which is located adjacent to the 
Great Falls. This area is in great 
ruin, because of abandonment 
and fires during the 1980's, 
which destroyed almost all of 
the old mills and structures, 
leaving broken brick shells of 
buildings and rubble. In the 
mid-1990's, a proposal 
for development of the area was 
presented to the City of 
Paterson, and the idea did not 
seem to be a bad choice, 
considering the decay of the 
area. It included prefabricated 
townhouses, and a near-four
acre parking lot, which would 
drastically alter the historic 
character of the distric. 

The city approved the 
plan. Former Paterson mayor 
and city councilman of 23 
years, Thomas Rooney ex
plains: "The development 
seemed to be a good idea at 
the time, because nobody else 
wanted the property; we 
couldn't leave it as a dump, and 
it would be a tax ratable, once 
developed." 

As word of the 
proposed housing development 
spread, a group of citizens 
rallied and organized, and in 
1998 they formed a group 
called Paterson Friends of the 
Great Falls. They were 
successful in blocking the 
housing development. With 
such sustained and strong 
public involvement, there now 
exists a "checks and balances" 
system; the public is 
now working together with the 
city government to determine 
the best use of this historically
and-environmentally-sensitive 
location. 

Peggy Robertson, who 

tion and Development Corp. 
She explains: "This 

has been going on for a long 
time." Indeed, she is extremely 
frustrated: ''I'm tired of the 
word 'potential.' Everyone talks 
about the potential of this 
area, but nobody moves on this 
word." Mrs. Robertson, who 
also manages the Paterson 
Museum, is a preservationist 
and is "totally opposed to 
townhouses or condos on this 
site." 

Movement, however, 
is about to happen. 
Councilman Rooney said the 
city has just engaged the 
services of Waterfront 
Center, a Washington. D.C. 
based company that has 
specialized in waterfront 
development for 20 years. 

"A team of experts is 
coming," he explains with 
great satisfaction, "who will 
give recommendations for 
development of the area as well 
as for funding." He said that the 
goal for the ATP site, which 
he describes as "the jewel in the 
heart of the whole National 
Historic Location of 119 acres," 
is for "the maximum utilization 
of the waterfall, chasm, river, 
land and buildings." 

Rooney is very 
optimistic, and has his 
own vision. He would like to 
"capitalize on this site by 
making it into a major tourist 
attraction." 

Included in his plan 
are a new welcome center, a 
restaurant, beautiful 
walkways and a footbridge over 
the river, a path along the 
riverbank, benches around the 
newly- restored buildings of 
historical significance; 
"but mostly, a deck with a 
catwalk deep inside the chasm 
across from the waterfalL" He 
also has plans to include a 
Lenni Lenape Indian VIllage, 
"to help educate people, by 
portraying, as accurately as 
possible, how these 
native people lived in this 
region." 

Rooney has con
structed a four-by-eight-foot 
model of his plan, and has 
named it "A Walk Back in 
Time-10,000 Years." It is on 
display in the lobby of the City 
Hall at 155 Market Street. 

Amidst the contro
versy that is befalling this site, 
and all of the planning and 
speculation, which will likely 
lead to the revitalization of the 

entire area, the Great Falls 
remain oblivious, pouring, on 
average, two billion gallons of· 
water daily into the chasm. 

Visiting them is an 
enlightening and exciting 
experience. The Historic 
District Cultural Center, at 65 
McBride Avenue, is open all 
year. Its hours are Monday 
through Friday, 9:00 to 4:00 
p.m., and Saturdays 

them roam the island. 
The goal: Getting a 

five- star ranking is very 
complex and difficult at times, 

By MICHAEL J. BOGERT 

• because of the obstacles they 
throw in your way. The tourists 
are very picky about what they 
like or the natural disasters sent 
your way. This can be very 
upsetting, because after all your 
hard work, your park is now in 
ruins because of a natural 

How many of you out 
there always wanted to create 
your own Jurassic Park??? 

Don't all raise your 
hands at once. Well, if you 
really want to try it, try Jurassic 
Park: Operation Genesis. 

This game allows you 
to pick your own tropical island 
and build your own Jurassic 
Park. You can pick from over 
20 different dinosaurs and let 

Lottery 
By LEAH-MARIE THORN 

On Sunday Aprill3, 
2003 the housing lottery for the 
brand new dormitory on 
campus took place in the Seay 
Building dining hall. 

Many students of all 
ranks (fresi::J.man through 
senior) showed up to place their 
bids on the chance to live in 
"New Hall." The hall does not 
have an official name yet. 

The new dorm will 
feature 31 individual apart
ments that will contain four 
single bedrooms, two bath
rooms, as well as kitchen! 
living room /dining room areas. 

There are also two 

disaster. As in every other Sims, 
you only have a certain amount 
of money, and in this game, that 
depends on how many tourists 
you get ,and that depends on 
what kind of Dinos ya got. 

The game is not too 
difficult,;it has a lot of options 
like studying vaccines, and 
better security fencing, but this 
all is just to give the game more 
depth. You chqose from 9 digs, 

rooms 

handicap assessable rooms in 
the new dorm building which 
will house 124 residents, five 
Resident Assistants, and one 
Resident Director. 

There were many 
people involved with running 
the lottery: Dean David Jones, 
vice~president for Student 
Services; Assistant Dean 
Kathleen Boody, Mary Painter, 
and the four Resident Directors: 
Mike Boyle, Jeff Emery, Kathy 
Fink, and Jim Valentine. 

Construction for New 
Hall started in February and 
will be completed by Septem
ber 7 for move-in day. 
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from 12 to 4:00p.m. 
Paterson is easily 

visible from Route 80, with its 
numerous church steeples 
extending into the skyline. 
From Route 80, take 
exit 57B. For directions you 
may call (973) 279-9587. The 
e-mail address is 
greatfalls @patcity.com. 

and each site offers different 
dinosaurs, but you can only 
open up a total of five, thus 
forcing you to think about what 
Dinos will bring the most 
people to your park. 

The game also offers 
missions, but these missions are 
lame and pointless. The main 
point of the game is to build 
your own island, but the real 
fun starts when you allow your 
dinos to run loose around the 
park and eat your tourists. Oh, 
yes, you can do this in your 
game, and the people keep 
coming thus keeping the 
entertainment level high. 

The game is at least 
worth a rental, and I would 
really recommend that you go 
and try it. So , game on, people. 

Currently, the con
struction is on time, if not ahead 
of schedule. 

Boody said there was a 
lot of excitement among both 
students and the staff surround
ing the new dormitory and the 
lottery. "The lottery was 
considered the best way to go 
about filling the apartments; 
however, there could have been 
improvements in the way things 
were done. But over all it was a 
success, " she said. 
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Students and horses 
represented Centenary College 
at the ANRC National Intercol
legiate Championships held at 
Goucher Collegein April: 

Annabel Benito on 
"Irish Lace" 
Allison Guerin on "Puma" 
Rebecca Huestis on "Combrio" 
Kristen Schwieger on "Karat" 

The team placed 2nd 
in the written phase, 1st in the 
stadium jumping, 5th in 
Dressage, and 8th in Cross 
Country. Overall, the team 
placed 7th! 

Individual results were 
as follows: 
Annabel Benito: 8th -Written 
Phase 
Allison Guerin: 1st- Stadium 
Jumping 
Rebecca Huestis: 3rd - Written 
Phase 
Kristen Schwieger: 6th -
Dressage 

6th - Written Phase 
If you see these riders 

around campus, please con
gratulate them on a job 
well done! 

ByiOORTIZ 

This season, the Lady 
Cyclones softball team mem
bers have almost achieved 
everything they have wanted to. 

They have a winning 
record so far with about a half 
dozen games left in the season. 

Coach Billie Jo 
Blackwell describes it as " a 
pretty good season." The Lady 
Cyclones' record as of late April 
was 15 wins, 3 loses, and 1 tie. 

With this lovely record 
they seem to have a good 
chance of having a postseason. 
The team is well over .500. 

But as happy as the 
team is about its record, it is 

coach 

happy with the fact that it has 
achieved some major goals. 
Blackwell says, "Achieved 
some, working on others." 

Blackwell continues, 
"Overall, the season has been 
good, but they still have to 
finish the season." 

Blackwell describes 
the way the team played by 
saying "They have played how 
the team expected to play." As 
far as next season goes, Coach 
Blackwell takes each year as it 
comes: "Let's see what happens 
this year and use it for next 
year." 

ByiO ORTIZ 

The weather has not 
let the young Cyclones baseball 
team get into the groove that 
they have looked for. At press 
time, the team had five 
scheduled games left with a 
record of 8-10-1. The Cyclones 
do have 3 wins and 1 tie against 
Skyline Conference teams, 
which is good, ,and they are 
going into the Skyline Confer
ence next year. 

Some players have 
shown their skills in the field. 

Brandon Klein, the 

Below, Centenary athletes give their all for the glory of sport and Centenary College. Photos: Quill file 
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first baseman, has gone 10 for 
his last 12. He has 3 doubles, 2 
triples and 2 three-run 
homeruns. He stepped up as a 
player for the Cyclones. 

Jack Surowiec and 
Nigel Archibald keep the 
offense going strong, their 
strong points as players. Mike 
Memmen and Aaron Feldman 
are playing well for their senior 
year. With five games left the 
coaches and players are waiting 
to see how the season is going 
to end. 


